AJON MOBILITY DEVICE

For a complete line of approved Ajon product, go to GMDEsolutions.com
The Ajon makes that difficult task of moving a grossly disabled vehicle easy and safe. It doesn’t need any of the normal lift points used in racking a vehicle. Just the fastener points exposed when the cradle or sub-frame is removed. The spacer package allows for the original cradle fasteners to be used if desired. The fact that it can easily be rolled onto a frame rack or into a paint booth was a fortunate by-product.

**Features:**

- The Ajon unit can be installed in less than five minutes. The vehicle can then be moved by hand over speed bumps, dips, uneven pavement or any other undulations generally found in automotive repair facilities.
- Economic, efficient solution to one of the major problems facing virtually all automotive repair facilities.
- Tested and refined to a point that it far exceeds all safety concerns.
- Easily installed by any technician of any skill level.
- Can be installed on the front or rear of most any vehicle when the cradle or sub-frame has been removed.
- Manufactured and assembled in the U.S.